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INTRODUCTION
The minicomputer population explosion impacts all facets of computing: manufacturers, users, and theorists. A
1969 review of capabilities and performance characteristics of digital computers in the up-to-$20,000 price
range (published in i2Jodert1Data') listed 35 different systems manufactured by 26 different firms. Only one year
later a similar SUNey in Conpiter Decisions2covered 77
systems n~anufacturedby 48 firms. Presently there are
approximately 20,000 operational minicomputers. The
proliferation of low-cost computers having increased copabilities allows users to reformulate computing habits.
Probletn\ inherent to the design of a large complex centralized computer have caused users to question the
trend to one general facility serving all needs of a diverse
user cotnmunity. A benefit of l a r p size and great gener,llity i.; the ability to respond to a wide and unspccificd
\pxtr~~
o f~application\,
n
but the price is often decreasccl
co\t ell'ectivenes~for specific tasks.

Some computing requirements can be met only on
very large computers, while others may be met in a number of diverse ways. Recently minicomputers have solved
problems that were previously thought to be exclusively
in the domain of larger machines. For example, a program written for a nlinicornputer came in second in the
1970 ACM computer chess tournament. We normally
think of artificial intelligence applications as requiring
large primary n~enlories.A fast minicomputer with effective management of secondary-primary memory does
very well.
Before discussing the minicon~puter'simpact on simulation, we sl~allmake its definition more precise.
MINICOhIPUTER CHARACTERISTICS
hlinicomputers are a state of mind. Current logic tcchnology and sclecrrd characteristics of larger muchines
are con1bined in ;I low-cost p;~ckagc.Manut:~cturersemphasizc dif'ercnt capabilities in their resolution of the

conllicls hct\vccn Io\vcr cost ;111d lli~lierpcrlbrmancc.
hl iniconlputcrs ma) bc classified ; i t Icast t\vo ivays:
1. It is thc minimum comliutcr (or w r y near it) that
can be built ulitll state-of-the-art technology.
2.
11
is that cornpuler \vhich may be purcliascd for a
;
t
given. rclati~elyminimal, fixed cost (c.g., $10K in
1970).
The first definition would probably preclude hardwired
floating-point arithmetic from being part of a minicomputer, while the second definition would convey the
attitude ofthe largergeneral-purpose computer.
Several diniensions of a computer space (Figure 1)
characterize today's minicomputers. The dimension values are: a niainfranic cost of four to ten 197 1 kilo-dollars,
a 12- to 16-bit wordlength (as nicasured between the
processor and primary memory), a minimum 4-Kword
meniory with addressing capability to 32 or 65 Kwords,
and a processor state of about four words (program counter, accun~ulator,accumulator extension, and possibly a n
index register).

Figure I -Some computer-space dimensions

Common characteristics for nearly all 1971 technology
minis are: small-to-medium scale integrated circuitry,
core primary memory (with MOS memories likely to be
delivered during the year, memory cycle times of 0.7 to 2
micro-seconds with correspondingly fast processor times,
internal clock rates of 5 to 10 M H z , and uni-processor
structures.
Characteristics less easily defined are thc processor's
data types. Initially, one-word integers and one-word
boolean vectors (usually callcd logical words) were available. Vectors and character strings are accessible indirectly via indcx registers. Data types for byte and
double-word integers are now common, and floating.oint undoubtedly will beadded.

Attributes ha\^ bcen acquired from larger computers
(see Table I) bccause of necessity (e.g., interrupts and
some form of basc addressing)'or utility (e.g.,index registers, gcneral registers, and specialized processors). If a
fcature on a large machine enables it to perform well,
some niinicon~puterwill adopt it.
Table I

- Cliaracteristics derived frdm larger computers

Inrcrnalceurralprocessor
Indirect addressing; interrupts: index registers; multiple, generalpurpose registers: base and/or page addressing; floating-point datatypes*; paging. segnientation, and inter-processcommunication*
Srrucr~tral
Specialized processors, multiprocessors*
bnpletner~ra~ion
Microprogramming*,lookahead*, cache*
Sofr ware
Compilers (e.g., Fortran) time-sharing monitors*
*Not extensively used, but use likely to increase

THE OBSERVED IMPACT
The interdisciplinary nature of simulation causes a wide
range of computing demands. Applications require
analog, digital, and hybrid equipment. Since human interaction with simulations ranges from all-man to all-mkchine applications, time-sharing and graphical
capabilities have been used since their introduction. Simulators have been quick to adapt any new computer technology to their problems.
This issue of Simulation assesses the impact minicomputers are having along different dimensions of the
simulation space, and it projects some future effects we
may observe. Our goal is to expose readers to a rapidly
changing technology and to indicate how analysts have
adapted to its capabilities and limitations.
In the initial call for papers we asked for papers from
the following areas:

I . The use of minicomputers for modeling and simulation.
a. Hybrid computation. Without minicomputers,
because of cost reasons, the hybrid computer
would probably not exist.
b. Continuous and discrete system simulation. We
commonly think of only large computers having
this capability. Clearly minicomputers can be
used for somc simulations, but are they practical
considering cost and performance?
2. The need for modeling and simulation of minicomputer architecture. Such simulation may include the instruction set, memory-processorperipheral organization, registers, logic, menioryhierarchies (caches), etc.
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3. Modeling and simulation ofsystems which use minicomputers. Some systems would not exist without
minicomputers. These systems are typically concerned with process control, data communications,
trafficcontrol, small-scale time-sharing, instrument
control, etc., all ofwhich require modeling and simulation.
We appealed to authors to include any other relevant
areas in order to help decide whether there is, has been,
or s i l l be an effect of minicomputers on the art and practice of modeling and simulation. The call for papers was
not very widely circulated, the deadline was short, and
the response seemed to be relatively small. (We do not
have comparative data for other similar calls.) We are
not prepared to say there has been no impact; but we
have not mcasured it as well as we would like. The range
of papers in this issue indicates that there will be many
future minicomputer applications to the field of simulation.
We tried other approaches to measure the impact.
IBM has two computers, the 1130 and the 1800, which
could be classified as minicomputers by their technical
characteristics and performance, although they are too
expensive to qualify. These computers have been delivered to organizations who use them for simulation (e.g.,
small technically-oriented companies, and universities).
The simulation packages for these computers include
Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP), and
General Activity Simulation Program (GASP). Therefore, we conclude that users are probably simulating on
these machines. On Digital Equipment Corporation's
PDP-8, 11, and 15, only standard languages are available: the two interactive languages BASIC and FOCAL,
and FORTRAN. 'Users have contributed CSMP and
GASP. FOCAL is the basis of one of the simulation lanp a g e s described by Sias and Coleman in this issue. In
addition, we expect conventional languages are used
without modification for simulation. For exan~ple,the
Carnegic-Mellon University Electrical Engineering
Department has a PDP-8, running only FOCAL, for the
sole purpose of modeling electrical circuits in sophomore
and junior courses. Here the mini is performing the same
role as that of a console on a large general-purpose computer, but at a considerably lower cost. The ciinlpw
could buy two to three Irrrlrr/rc~/ PDP-8's for the some
price as one of our large general-purpose conipntationcenter computers with its 30 on-line users.
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Our f ndings are:
I. hlodcling and simulation are done dircctly vi;i niiniconipu tcrs((ancl 511b-micro-con1putrrs). The most
impressive report, considering models pcr computer dollar. is the \vork ol'Sp;~ir~
(hlichigan Technological University) using a n Olivctti Progranimr~
101 dcsk calcul:~tor (\vIiich is ; ~ c t ~ ~ aal l ystorc~l-

program computcr with approximately 100 digits
of' storage).
2. Simulations are iniplcmented using modified interactive languages. Sias and Colcman (University of
Mississippi) have modified DEC's interactive
FOCAL language to include continuous modcling
elements.
3. New languages have been created for continuous
system simulation. Renhani (Interactive Mini Systems, Inc.) has already developed an interactive
language for a minicomputer and is planning to
implement it on other machines. The facility does
not use floating point and users must do time- and
amplitude-scaling of the model. However, for this
inconvenience they are able to use a minicomputer
for a number of applications at about the same
speed as a large-scale machine with floating point
hardware.
4. Minicomputers are used with analog computers for
hybrid computational facilities. These facilities allow users to solve special classes of problems which
require large amounts of computation if done on a
digital computer. Paul (Carnegie-Mellon University) discusses the role of a hybrid facility.
5. Larger machines are being used to simulate minicomputers. Mallach (Computer Usage Company)
discusses the problem of developing softwxe for
minicomputers and presents techniques for simulating minicomputer systems. As minis become more
conlplex and their architectures include such features as cache memories and multiple processors,
simulation will become a necessary design tool.
6. Interesting systems using minicomputers require
simulation for design and optimization. For example, at the University of Wichita, a two minicomputer time-sharing system is being sinlulated
as it is desiped. The simulation runs on a mediumscale computer, using the GPSS language. Process
control applications often require simulation
during the design or checkout process.
7. The nlinicomputer has been used ils a simulator of
physical equipment. Although n paper which discussed this application was dclayecl and cannot be
published, the author uscd a mini ns a universal
\v:lvefi,rni generator. tle also carried out waveform
~inalysis, Fast Fourier Trnnstbrms. and con\vlutions. Minis have also been programmed to be
music sy nt hesizcrs.
8. Tlic miniconlputcr has becn uscd to siniulatc (or
emulate) gcnw11-purposccclrnputers. I ligh instruction execution rates, ancl relatively constant input0~1tp11t
e q u i p n l ~ ~Si~t X C I . ;iIlo\v minis to simul;~te
d d c r husincss computcrs, such as thc I U M 1401, in
;I production en\~ironnlent.Such systen~salrwdy

f

exist. \VIicn futurc vcry-high-spced minicomputers
arc constructed. they could bc used like niicroprogr;inin~cd computers to cmul;~tcother computcrs. This appro;~ch would he a Ilcxil~lc
a1tcrnatii.e to direct conventional implementation
oi'a large general-purpose mnchinc.
Some efTects we had expected to see, but for \vhich wc
received no response, include the follo\ving:
1. Discrete c\.cnt simulation applications. We believe
the reason that this type of simulation is not conimon on nlinicomputers is that the models are often
large and would exceed the minicomputer's
primary-memory capacity. However, continuous
applications and languages are available, and minis
do not presently have floating-point hardware, a
comnlon specification for continuous models.
Clearly many discrete simulations of limited size
could be.carried out as fast on a minicomputer as
on a large-scale computer of comparable memory
speed. Interactive use of minis is often very cost
effective when compared to large-scale timesharing systems. With proper memory management discrete simulation can be done effectively.
2. Discrete simulation languages such as SIMSCRIPT, SIMULA, or GPSS. GASP for the IBM
1130 does qualify for this type of language, but it
was not designed for a small machine. Since many
of the operations carried out in discrete simulations
are of a list-processing nature and do not require
floating-point arithmetic, a language designed
expressly for a mini would encourage discrete modeling. GPSS/360, one of the most widely used discrete languages, is based upon integer arithmetic. A

subset of GI'SS for n minicon~puterwould bc both
feasible ;ind \ \ & a n c .
Doolean algcbrn or rcgister transfer simulation langu;tgesfor 1ogic;tl design. Thc minicomputer is fast
enough, but a simulator for reasonably large
problems, together with run-time packages, might
be quitc large. However, for educational use. the
miniconlputer would be adequate.
CONCLUSION
The most probable evolulion of n~inicomputerstructure
will be to include more features of current larger computers (see Table 1). For example, future minicomputers
will have larger primary memories and built-in floatingpoint arithmetic, both of which are prerequisites for
larger, more general-purpose simulations. The minicomputer industry is growing at a fast rate. To s u ~ t a i n
this expansion, manufacturers will probably look closely
at important application areas such as simulation as they
design new equipment.
The papers in this issue of Sinwlatiorl represent only a
small fraction of the potential applications of minicomputers to the field of simulation and modeling. The
present impact, although not revolutionary, is observable; the future impact will be more significant.
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